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SUBJECT/S:  The National Apology to the Stolen Generations.  
 
CASSIE McCULLAGH: Labor MP Jenny Macklin was at the heart of getting Kevin 
Rudd’s historic Apology off the ground, first as Indigenous Affairs spokeswoman in 
Opposition and then with Labor’s 2007 election win as Indigenous Affairs Minister. 
The Honourable Jenny Macklin is with us now. Good morning Jenny.  
 
JENNY MACKLIN, SHADOW MINISTER FOR FAMILIES & SOCIAL SERVICES: 
Hello Cassie. 
 
McCULLAGH: This article that you’ve written is very personal, it’s from the heart. 
And you say right at the beginning this is the story I want to tell, the negotiations, the 
arguments, the pressure and the panic, what happened behind the scenes, the 
things we didn’t see. How much do you think we know of what happened in the 
background? 
 
MACKLIN: One of the reasons I wanted to tell the story was because I think looking 
back a lot of people were so happy on the day that it seemed as if the Apology was 
inevitable, and in the story that I’ve written I’ve tried to get across the fact that it was 
anything but, and of course if you start from the time when the Bringing Them Home 
Report came down back in 1997, where they first recommended that an apology be 
given. There was a long struggle through the ten years of the Howard Government 
when Mr Howard refused to apologise and of course there was a very significant 
campaign run by many different groups including the Stolen Generations groups, 
Reconciliation Australia. I’m sure all of your listeners would remember the walk 
across Sydney Harbour Bridge, ‘Sorry’ being painted in the sky. So a long campaign 
that led to the demand for sorry to be said and then all the detailed work that went 
into the actual delivery of the Apology by Kevin Rudd ten years ago.  
 
McCULLAGH: It’s hard to imagine, as you say, that it wasn’t a foregone conclusion, 
it seems with the benefit of the hindsight that it’s just become part of the national 
narrative. In fact you weren’t just anxious about the whole politics of it but also how it 
would be perceived by the very people it was addressed to.   



 
MACKLIN: Yes, so we spent a lot of time speaking with, particularly members of the 
Stolen Generations, but also other Indigenous people in lots of different parts of 
Australia to ask them directly what it was they wanted Kevin Rudd to say and not 
surprisingly, the word they most wanted him to say was ‘sorry’, sorry for the wrongs 
to the children that had been taken away, to the damage that had been done to their 
families and communities, but what also became clear was that Aboriginal people 
really also wanted us to acknowledge and apologise for the other terrible wrongs that 
had been done to Indigenous people over the last two hundred odd years. And Kevin 
Rudd did do that, and I think that made it a very powerful occasion for Aboriginal 
people who really wanted the truth to be told, and in fact still want the truth to be told, 
I think you still see that debate in Australia that people don’t want the terrible history 
of massacre and racism airbrushed from our history. It is very important that the truth 
be told and I suppose for me one of the most powerful things was the impact of 
telling that truth on Aboriginal people, especially Aboriginal people who had been 
stolen.  
 
McCULLAGH: We’ll get to the emotion of the day in a moment, but I want to go back 
to the Saturday morning before the Apology, you and Kevin Rudd made this 
extraordinary visit to the home of woman called Nana Fejo, and Kevin had with him a 
bag of oranges, can you tell us about how that visit informed the speech that Kevin 
Rudd eventually made?  
 
MACKLIN: Kevin wanted to talk with someone who had been taken as a child, to try 
and better understand what exactly the impact had been on an individual person’s 
life. In fact the home we went to was the home of Christine King, in suburban 
Canberra and it was her mother Nana Fejo who had been taken as a child and we’d 
asked Christine what we could bring as a small gift for Nana Fejo and Christine said 
that she loved oranges and so Kevin gave Nana Fejo a bag of oranges and in return 
she’d found out that Kevin’s favourite biscuit is an iced vovo and so they gave Kevin 
some iced vovo’s. And it was such a beautiful occasion, of course it’s hard to 
imagine the Prime Minister’s car pulling up outside your suburban house. They had 
the children there all lined up on the couch and Kevin and his staff and my staff and 
we just sat there and listened for about an hour to Nana Fejo’s story. She started 
from the time she could remember, from about four years old, when the welfare men 
came and how frightening it was, how the mothers tried to hide the children 
unsuccessfully and then she talked about the many times that they’d been moved 
from one place of accommodation to another. One of the loveliest stories that she 
told that really engaged Kevin was about how she got to become a Methodist. That 
one group of children got lined up to be Methodists, another line was Catholics, 
another line was Anglican from memory and that’s how they were all allocated their 
religions. So for Kevin for someone who takes his religion very seriously, I think he 
was able to engage with Nana Fejo on this extraordinary way in which she became a 
Christian.  
 
McCULLAGH: And hers was a story that stretched right back to 1932 and in your 
essay you actually go back to 1869, which was the first time this policy of taking 
children away was first enacted formally in paper, if it hadn’t already been 
happening, who knows exactly what was going on.  
 



MACKLIN: Who knows, exactly. The Human Rights and Equal Opportunity 
Commission has done an excellent piece of work called Us Taken Away Kids, it had 
a wonderful set of stories but also really set out the history as you say right back to 
the 1800’s in each of the different colonies then as they were then of course, and the 
way in which they went about removing children.  
 
McCULLAGH: Tell us about the day as you experienced it?  
 
MACKLIN: I tell a funny story in the essay about my staff, we of course were all 
incredibly anxious and hoping that it would go well. One of the first things that we 
noticed was that the flags, the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders flags weren’t up 
in Commonwealth Avenue when we were coming up into work and of course that 
was because we came in too early, they were in fact up in time. I remember being 
called up to Kevin’s office at about 7:30am, he was still putting the finishing touches 
to the speech and I think he continued to do that right up to the time that he really 
had to go into the chamber and deliver the speech. But one of the lovely things that 
Kevin decided on the day was that he wanted the people who had been specially 
invited, who were members of the Stolen Generations to come in via the formal 
Prime Ministerial entrance, which is normally reserved for foreign dignitaries, 
Presidents of other countries. We’d planned for visitors to come through the House 
of Representatives door but he thought it would be a special thing to come through 
his special entrance and it was a beautiful scene of so many people gathered in this 
grey courtyard, but the warmth of them all being encouraged forward, lots of 
handshakes, hugs and kisses, it was a very emotional way to start the morning.   
 
McCULLAGH: When the speech got underway, there was actually weeping and 
cheering as the Prime Minister uttered the words ‘Sorry’, how do you reflect on that 
moment ten years on?  
 
MACKLIN: People were weeping very quietly at the start, I think inside it was much 
quieter than outside from the pictures and footage that I’ve seen since. But inside 
there was an extraordinary hush as he spoke the words that people had waited so 
long to hear. As so many people said to me that I’ve finally been believed and people 
now believe the story and know the trauma that I as a member of the Stolen 
Generation had experienced, that was enormously powerful.  
 
McCULLAGH: I’m talking with Jenny Macklin, she was the Minister for Indigenous 
Affairs on the day of the Apology to the Stolen Generations 10 years ago today. 
Jenny Macklin, let’s turn to what has happened in the last ten years and how we look 
back on it now. The issue of compensation was one of thorniest and you eventually 
accepted advice that linking compensation to the Apology would destroy 
bipartisanship on the matter. Now some states have since established compensation 
and reparations schemes, but not all.  Was this a mistake do you think, since much 
of this important work still hasn’t been sorted out?  
 
MACKLIN: Well, it certainly should have been sorted out by now. I am very pleased 
that many of the states have instituted compensation schemes and in fact just today 
Bill Shorten has announced that Labor in government would ensure that those 
people who were stolen in areas of commonwealth responsibility, that is in the 
Northern Territory and the Australian Capital Territory would receive compensation, 



and it is long overdue, there is no doubt about that. It’s also true that the Apology 
would not have been able to be bipartisan, given on behalf of the whole parliament, if 
compensation would have been part of it. So yes, for many people it was very 
difficult and I’m sure many people wish it was otherwise, me included, but I think it 
was very powerful that it was a bipartisan statement.  
 
McCULLAGH: Another criticism that’s been floating around the last couple of days is 
that the ongoing removal of First Nations children, and the circumstances are 
different now, but there are more of them living in out-of-home care than ever before. 
What’s to be done? Obviously, the Apology didn’t predict the current state of affairs.  
 
MACKLIN: And I don’t think it should have been expected to, the point of the 
Apology was to say sorry for the way in which children had been stolen over 
generations, the terrible wrongs that had been done in the past, for the truth to be 
told about the past. But you’re right to say that I think we’ve all failed Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander children, far too many children are being removed, and I think 
the truth is it really is past time for us to work with Aboriginal people in this field, in 
the field of family strengthening, about how we make sure the number of children 
removed from their family is drastically reduced. Of course children have to be safe 
and well cared for, but we have to find a way to do that that keeps them in their 
families, strong in their culture, because otherwise we’ve seen in the past what that 
does to people.  
 
McCULLAGH: The Apology is now explicitly linked to the Closing the Gap strategy 
and report each year that the Prime Minister, there is compunction for it to be tabled 
in parliament, and for an assessment to be made on its progress. Now the Statement 
from the Heart, the Uluru Statement, proposes another way to recommit to dealing 
honestly with the past and do you see that as a way forward? 
 
MACKLIN: I do, I think that the way in which the Uluru Statement from the Heart, 
well of course talks about the need to create a voice to the parliament I think it’s high 
time that the issue was taken seriously. But in addition, the statement from Uluru 
also talked about truth telling and that’s a thing that I hope will be taken up by the 
Government. We certainly if we are the government after the next election, we will 
make sure that Treaty making and truth telling is integral to our relationships with our 
first peoples.  
 
McCULLAGH: Jenny Macklin thanks so much for talking with us this morning.  
 
MACKLIN: My pleasure.   
 
ENDS 
 


